• Highlights of this Meeting:

  – Conducted second edition of *BPM for Health* workshop. Very well attended. A community of practice is forming. Goal to use BPMN/CMMN/DMN as core for portable health workflows. Next Steps:
    • Develop a modeling “Field Guide” for the health vertical to govern practices for portable clinical workflows
    • Develop a pilot implementation in support of a mental health use case
    • Intention to deliver by September 2017

  – Discussed, revised, and voted to issue MDMI RFP2. Passed AB on 3/23.
    • Rationale was to address enhancements to scope from version 1.0. This includes establishing a “Referent Index” as part of the specification, as well as addressing relationship between mapped elements and formally expressed terminologies.

  – Received incremental update on status of Ordering Service submission. Revised submission is on track for adoption in June.
• Deliverables from this meeting
  – MDMI RFP2 (health/17-03-07)

• Future deliverables
  • Revised submission for Order Service expected for June 2016 (Brussels)
  • Revised submission for Coordination of Care Service expected for June 2016 (Brussels)
  • Develop Health Reference Architecture and Roadmap (in collaboration with HSPC and others)